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Runner's World Training Journal
Learn how to deal with feelings--a mental health journal just for men
Taking care of yourself means more than just working out and eating
right--it also means taking care of the stuff going on in your head.
The Mental Health Journal for Men is the one-stop mental health gym
for guys, providing effective ways to organize your thoughts and work
through stress, anxiety, and more. Whether it's to chill out with
simple breathing exercises, inspire yourself by creating a movie
poster about your life, or just explore emotions besides feeling
"numb," this mental health journal approaches creative journaling with
an eye for the unique challenges that guys face. So, grab a pencil (or
pen) and get to work! The Mental Health Journal for Men features: The
help men need--From exploring your kryptonite to being proud of the
things you've done (and the body that helped you do them), get a
mental health journal that speaks to guys. De-stress
creatively--Discover that one of the best ways to explore (and beat)
what's bugging you is to draw, chart, graph, and even design a T-shirt
with your life's motto. What makes you tick?--Figure out what makes
you tick with a mental health journal full of prompts that help you
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examine yourself, the people in your life, and how you relate to the
world. Teach yourself to feel better with a mental health journal
written just for you.

Statistics in Language Research
BEST 365 DAY RUNNING JOURNAL! Are you bored of all personal journals
and are you looking for something new and different? Try this Running
Journal and you will see that this is exactly what are you looking
for! This attractive Running Journal is ideal to track your daily
runs, goals, improvements, races. This journal features: Very good
quality paper that make easy to write or read Record one year daily
runs Perfect 6"x8" format 120 pages Get this new Running Journal and
you will love it! This journal is usually used as a gift item.

Mental Health Journal for Men
Running Log Book/Diary/Journal For Running Lovers To Record and Track
Running! Small diary/journal/notebook to record and track distance,
speed and write in notes for every run Page to write in GOALS you want
to achieve Makes an excellent gift for Christmas, birthdays or any
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special occasion Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" to fit into your gym bag,
car door, pocketbag 105 pages of daily log entries to track
performance and running conditions which can help you improve your
running experience Weekly logging of running distance at the end of
the journal Softcover bookbinding Flexible paperback ACHIEVE YOUR
GOALS, RUN MARATHON AND IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH BY LOGGING YOUR RUNS WITH
THIS LOG BOOK!

Marathon, Revised and Updated 5th Edition
Whether training for a marathon, trying to set a personal record in a
5K race, or just staying in shape, runners of all abilities cover
hundreds of miles over the course of one year. "The Runner's Diary" is
the key to planning and executing a successful and injury-free running
season. Author Matt Fitzgerald designed this running-specific to
capture all the details that will help runners establish and achieve
their training goals and improve their performance over time.
Fitzgerald explains the essentials of training and how to plan mileage
and workouts from week to week. The diary is complete with pace charts
and sample peak training weeks for 5K, 10K, half-marathon and marathon
events that will streamline and simplify training. With space to note
every aspect of their workout - distance, pace, and intensity to name
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a few - runners can rate each workout and review their progress toward
better fitness and faster times. Runners can also monitor their health
and diet through resting heart rate, weight, and a simple breakdown of
their daily diet. This title features colour interior, paperback with
semi- enclosed wire-o binding.

365 Nights
Increase performance by going vegan--101 plant-based meals for
athletes Being an athlete means always striving for ways to enhance
performance--and eating vegan is a great way to build endurance and
strength while improving overall health. Featuring 101 recipes and 3
meal plans, The Vegan Cookbook for Athletes is one of the most
informative vegan cookbooks and will show you how impactful combining
your training with solid plant-based macronutrient resources can
be--no matter your athletic level. Whether you're a committed vegan or
just starting a vegan diet, you can create a tailored nutrition plan
for your athletic demands, from general training to an Ironman. From
learning how to balance carbohydrates, fats, and proteins to things
like eliminating cooking oil, this standout among vegan cookbooks is
your dietary guide to a life of athletic success. This top choice
among vegan cookbooks includes: Get to know macros--This outstanding
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selection in vegan cookbooks provides key information on
macronutrients that caters to different athletic needs. More time to
train--With 100-plus recipes that can be made in advance for on-the-go
eating using commonly found ingredients, this book is everything vegan
cookbooks should be. Guided eating--Use one of or all of the 3 meal
plans that utilize and combine recipes so you can get the customized
nutrition for your athletic requirements. Go beyond other vegan
cookbooks with The Vegan Cookbook for Athletes.

Salt to the Sea
In these pages, Jason Thompson has curated an extensive and artistic
range of both achievable upcycled crafts made from books and book
pages and an amazing gallery that contains thought-provoking and
beautiful works that transform books into art. The content encompasses
a wide range of techniques and step-by-step projects that deconstruct
and rebuild books and their parts into unique, upcycled objects. The
book combines in equal measure bookbinding, woodworking, paper
crafting, origami, and textile and decorative arts techniques, along
with a healthy dose of experimentation and fun.The beautiful high-end
presentation and stunning photography make this book a delightful,
must-have volume for any book-loving artist or art-loving book
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collector.

Your Personal Running Journal
Renowned pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller
writes the book his readers have been asking for: A year-long daily
devotional, beautifully designed with gilt edges and a gold ribbon
marker. The Book of Psalms is known as the Bible's songbook--Jesus
knew all 150 psalms intimately, and relied on them to face every
situation, including his death. Two decades ago, Tim Keller began
reading the entire Book of Psalms every month. The Songs of Jesus is
based on his accumulated years of study, insight, and inspiration
recorded in his prayer journals. Kathy Keller came to reading the
psalms as a support during an extended illness. Together they have
distilled the meaning of each verse, inviting readers into the vast
wisdom of the psalms. If you have no devotional life yet, this book is
a wonderful way to start. If you already spend time in study and
prayer, understanding every verse of the psalms will bring you a new
level of intimacy with God, unlocking your purpose within God's
kingdom.
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The Runner's Diary
Believe in your training; believe in yourself. Get motivated to become
the runner you were meant to be with the upcoming Believe Training
Journal (Electric Blue Edition) by pro runners Lauren Fleshman and
Roisin McGettigan-Dumas. Drawing from their own training and racing
methods, Lauren and Ro offer a training journal that has it all:
designated grids for recording data and times as well as space to
process and dream. The journal offers a full year of undated weeks, an
annual calendar, worksheets, quizzes, lists, and plenty of space for
notes. Lauren and Ro share their wisdom and experience throughout the
journal--with thought-provoking insight on how to define goals, how to
respect your body, how to deal with adversity, and how to get mentally
tough for competition--all to help you find balance in your running
and become a healthier, happier, and better athlete. Top runners know
a good training diary is invaluable for the insights they can reveal.
The Believe Training Journal will help you explore your athletic side
and pursue your own running journey.

Daily Truth Devotional
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In this 365-day devotional, best-selling author Pastor John Hagee
walks you through Scripture with words of strength and hope for every
day. As only he can, Pastor Hagee draws from his decades of Bible
study and ministry to bring authoritative yet inspirational
meditations that will center you in the truth of the Word of God. At
the end of each week, you will be especially encouraged by a powerful
and meaningful Pastor's Blessing.

Running Log Book
Get on the right track and speed past your running goals. Whether
you're aiming for faster time, longer distance, or just to have more
fun, this journal supports your journey as a runner. The 365-Day
Running Journal lets you log your runs so you can follow your progress
week-to-week. The modern design makes it easy to write down location,
time, weather, and distance for each run. Stay motivated with a list
of your goals, races, and personal records. For casual joggers or
ultrarunners alike, this running journal reminds you that it's not
always a race--but simply about doing what you love. The 365-Day
Running Journal includes: Flexible dates--It's no problem if you need
to skip a week--the dates are left blank, so you can log at your own
pace. Going strong--Get a pick-me-up with 13 monthly essays on
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motivation, body image, running form, and more. Practical tips--Weekly
tips and fun facts help you improve your running skills and take care
of your body. Focus your body and mind to reach your running goals
with The 365-Day Running Journal.

#365-Day X2 Running Journal 2020 ( For 2 Year)
#365-Day X2 Running Journal 2020 Get on the right track and speed past
your running goals. Whether you're aiming for faster time, longer
distance, or just to have more fun, this journal supports your journey
as a runner. #365-Day X2 Running Journal 2020 lets you log your runs
so you can follow your progress week-to-week. The modern design makes
it easy to write down location, time, weather, and distance for each
run. Stay motivated with a list of your goals, races, and personal
records. For casual joggers or ultrarunners alike, this running
journal reminds you that it's not always a race?but simply about doing
what you love.

Runner's World How to Make Yourself Poop
Use this journal to encourage and log your runs! Keep track of your
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pace, distance, time you went running, how you felt and any other
comments or notes. Taking a rest day? No Problem! This journal is
undated to allow you to maximize the use of it. You can fill in the
dates you ran and in the comments section note rest days or other
training activities you completed.

Running Journal
From now on, you can put structure into your workouts! Write down your
fitness sessions for a whole year in this training book. Record your
strengths and weaknesses, your sporting goals, and your eating habits.
Make regular progress checks, including progress photos, to keep track
of how much your fitness level is advancing. Compare your workouts so
you can reach your goals faster. Those who train without a plan find
that eventually their workouts will stagnate. Transparency ensures
motivation and guarantees long-term success! Become a fitter,
healthier you with My Fitness Journal.

Your Pace or Mine?
The "Complete Running Diary" can enhance your satisfaction with your
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commitment to running. Put together to address both your physical and
emotional needs as a runner -- with room for notes and observations
beyond what typical running logs offer - this book can make a big
difference in your physical and mental performance as a runner. The
"Complete Running Diary" does not have pre-printed dates (so you can
start using it any day of the year) and includes: =>a 52 week log
designed for easy recording of vital daily information like distance
ran to time spent running to route run to weekly goals =>weekly wrapup sections for analysis to help you get more physically and
emotionally from your running =>race logs to help you celebrate and
learn from your participation in races =>a footwear log so you know
when to change out your shoes and to help you determine which shoes
best suit your personal needs =>over 50 motivational quotes and tips
=>and more As a runner, you will be very happy you purchased this
book. And, consider buying a copy of the "Complete Running Diary" for
your friends who run, they'll be very appreciative of a gift that
gives every day of the year. So don't delay, scroll up now and get
copies for yourself and your running friends. NOTE: Websites and apps
for runners are great, but they lack the tangibility of a book such as
this. Nothing can replace the excitement and pride of holding a
completed, physical runner's log book in your hands. Take full
advantage of computerized measurement and analysis, but also keep a
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physical log it's a very personal and positive experience that mirrors
the personal and positive experience you have when running.

The Vegan Cookbook for Athletes
We pray for peace. We beg for it from others. We make speeches about
it. But in the end, the only peace most of us can control is that
little portion we display for the world to see. If we are at peace,
the chaos around us seems to calm down. Our peace affects others. And
the Giver of peace awaits to give us the gift that can change our
world. It begins with a prayer. It begins with me. FEATURES * Archive
quality, non-bleed paper * Acid-free paper and ink * Daily devotional
with lightly ruled space for responses, lists, or journaling * Fullcolor interior design * Presentation page for personalization * Layflat binding * Foil, ribbon * Closure band

Running Log Book
In this book, Olympian Jeff Galloway details how to set up a training
program, how to monitor progress, and how to schedule each workout.
Included are 52 weeks of daily journal entries, with data analysis
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tables.

Creating Experiences in the Experience Economy
Whether you're aiming for faster time, longer distance, or just to
have more fun, this journal supports your journey as a runner. The
365-Day Running Logbook lets you log your runs so you can follow your
progress week-to-week.The modern design makes it easy to write down
location, time, weather, and distance for each run.Stay motivated with
a list of your goals, races, and personal records.For casual joggers
or ultra runners alike, this running journal reminds you that it's not
always a race?but simply about doing what you love.Provides the
perfect framework to help every kind of runner, from fitness joggers
to competitive racers, track a year's worth of runs. With space for
recording daily routes, mileage, times, and notes as well as weekly
doses of information on training, nutrition, and injury
prevention.Readers can track their progress as they achieve their
running goals, whether they seek better aerobic conditioning, weight
loss, or world records.This 365-Day Running Journal - Logbook includes:Flexible dates?It's no problem if you need to skip a week?the
dates are left blank, so you can log at your own pace.Focus your body
and mind to reach your running goals with The 365-Day Running
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Logbook.DETAILED TRACKING: Record goals & starting / ending stats and
track progress & workout frequency.

The 365-Day Running Journal
Creating Experiences in the Experience Economy focuses on the creation
of experience from a business perspective. In doing so, the book
establishes a more solid foundation for making better and more complex
analyses of experience creation, paving the way for the development of
analytically based and innovative experiences in experience firms and
institutions. The contributors emphasise that experience creation is
not an easy task with a straightforward formula and examine how
marketed experiences are constructed, developed and innovated.
Presenting diverse and innovative perspectives, the contributors
discuss and present models for how experiences are designed, produced
and distributed. With its cross-disciplinary approach to experience
creation, this fascinating study will appeal to researchers and
academics of business administration, services, culture and tourism.

Believe Training Journal (Electric Blue Edition) Believe
Training Journal (Electric Blue Edition)
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A running log is essential for tracking your daily progress and
accomplishments, whether you are running to stay fit, lose weight, or
training for a triathalon or marathon. Take your training log to the
next level with our running log or walking log. Our running log is
very simple, but it also allows you to track the temperature, the type
of run, and add a comment or note. Log Features : Size 5.5''x8.5''
inches 106 pages with beautiful quotes 365 daily run Black & white
interior matte finish & high quality cover Best gift under 10 dollars
for run lovers.

The Songs of Jesus
"Now completely updated and revised--a new edition of the long-running
marathon training guide that has helped more than half a million
people reach their goals, including a new chapter on ultramarathons,
along with material on recovery techniques, several new training
programs, and advice on how to win a Boston qualifying race and
improve your personal record"--

Playing with Books
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365 Gratefuls
Statistics in Language Research gives a non-technical but more or less
complete treatment of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for language
researchers. ANOVA is the most frequently used technique when handling
the outcomes of research designs with more than two treatments or
groups. This technique is used in all parts of linguistics which deal
with observations obtained in survey studies and in
(quasi-)experimental research, like applied linguistics,
psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, language and speech pathology and
phonetics. Most statistical textbooks in the social sciences take
examples typical of their own field and, in addition, omit subjects
which are particularly relevant for language researchers, like power
analysis, quasi F, F1, F2 and minF'. This book offers a thorough
introduction to the basic principles of analysis of variance, based on
examples taken from language research, and goes beyond the
conventional topics treated in introductory textbooks, as it covers
topics like 'violations of assumptions', 'missing data', 'problems in
repeated measures designs', 'alternatives to analysis of variance'
(such as randomization tests and multilevel analysis). Each chapter
consists of four sections: treatment of the subject under discussion,
a summary of relevant terms and concepts, a section devoted to
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reporting statistics, and finally an exercise section. After the first
introductory chapter, in which fundamental concepts like 'variables',
'cases' and SPSS data formats are presented, the book continues with
two 'refreshment' chapters, in which the principles of statistical
testing are revised, focusing on the well-known t test. These chapters
also deal with the essential, but often neglected concepts of
'statistical power' and 'sample size'. In every chapter examples of
SPSS input and output are given.

The Compound Effect
A daily journal, with sidebar tips on cross-training, running, and
nutrition.

Complete Running Diary
Strengthen your faith with pen and paper--a prayer journal (for men)
You want to keep your favorite aspects of your faith close because you
never know when you'll need a moment of inspiration. The Men's Prayer
Journal is a simple, unfussy journal where you can jot down all your
thoughts and feelings relating to your daily devotionals in one place.
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Sure, you're busy with life's demands, but you CAN keep track of all
your spiritual observations in a prayer journal (for men). From
preferred pieces of scripture and sermon notes to daily prayers and
reflections, this book offers the space you need to connect with your
beliefs. This prayer journal (for men) includes: Biblical
encouragement--At the bottom of each page, you'll find motivating and
thought-provoking Bible verses chosen for men. Spiritual space--Inside
this prayer journal (for men) you'll find line after line of open
canvas with places to record the date and scripture. Give back--This
journal makes a great gift for your Christian friends and family. When
you're thinking about a prayer journal (for men), this is the one for
you.

Running Log Book 2021
This running journal for 2020 and beyond makes a great runner gift for
women and men who run! Runners love this journal. The Runners will
have fun, easily keep track and stay motivated. That's because,
whether you're a beginner runner or an elite marathoner, using this
journal is a great way to stay motivated and to keep a record of your
training sumbal With this 365-Day Running Journal, you will be able to
log your runs, races, location, weather, injuries, nutrition, RPE rate
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and pretty much anything else training-related.and the endFocus your
body and mind to reach your running goals with The 365-Day Running
Journal.

365 Day Running Journal
the ultimate week-by-week training journal for runners; women, men and
teens. you find in this printable: *Distance carried forward *weekly
distance target *Time of Day *Location *Weather *Pace *Mood *Distance
*Time *Notes

My 365-Day Running Journal
Have fun, easily keep track and stay motivated. This running journal
makes a great runner gift for women and men who run! Runners love this
journal. That's because, whether you're a beginner runner or an elite
marathoner, using this journal is a great way to stay motivated and to
keep a record of your training.With this 365-Day Running Journal you
will be able to log your runs, races, location, weather, injuries,
nutrition, RPE rate and pretty much anything else training-related. My
365-Day Running Journal includes: Nicely laid out diary spaces to
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journal daily runs. Undated journal pages so that you can move at your
own pace. Space for your Before and After Photo so that you can see
visible results. Practical tips for your safety & improvement. Weekly
running quotes to help you stay focused and motivated. Easily reach
your running goals with this 365-Day Running Journal.

My 365-Day Running Journal
What are you grateful for? That is precisely the question that Hailey
Bartholomew asked herself every day for a year. Struggling with
depression, she reached out for help and received life-changing
advice: Find something every day that you are grateful for. Embracing
her assignment, Hailey used her talents as a photographer to put a
twist on the exercise, taking pictures of her “gratefuls” and becoming
more aware that her depression was lifting in the process. 365
Gratefuls is a collection of photographs recounting Hailey’s
transformation from depression to an unhindered appreciation of the
world around her, combined with stories and images from many others
who have encountered the effects of gratitude. This uplifting book
will inspire you to look at the world with new eyes, emphasizing
gratitude over anxiety in everyday moments.
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My Fitness Journal
2021 Running Log Whether you run for fun, fitness, or competition,
keeping track of your runs is a great way to measure improvement and
continually motivate yourself. This book was designed specifically to
track EVERYTHING to do with running an makes a great gift for a loved
one (or yourself!). This running planner contains everything needed
for a runner, from beginner to professional and for everyone in
between. We understand that each individual will have different needs,
so feel free to use this book how best suits you! You may decide to
leave some section blank (E.g. heart rate and calories if fitness is
not your goal, or conversely, racing pages if you are running for fun
or fittness). There are also plenty of lined notes pages at the back
of the book should you require space for something not tracked in this
book. A list of items included of this book includes: 2021 Year at a
glance calendar with space for noting down important dates for the
year 2021 Monthly calendar (2 Page spread per month) - Further break
down your year Weekly / daily calendar with space each day for notes
about your run, as well is inputs for Distance, Time, Pace, Heart rate
and Calories burned. Total distance tracker to add up distance run
over the year Goals checklist - What are your personal goals for the
year? Goal race list - Which races would you like to attend this year?
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Includes location and date Race results - Track your pace, distance,
time and placement for each race you compete in Yearly reflection Space for you to reflect on the year with suggestions on topics to
write about. Lined notes pages with date, for you to use how best fits
your needs. Book Features: 6 x 9 inch - Convenient size 120 Pages Soft
cover Printed on white paper Perfect bound spine 2021 is the year to
get serious with your running, and this book is the perfect place to
start!

2021 Running Journal
Simple 365 day running journal/diary/log/activity tracker to measure
your progress. Each week is set out over two pages. Glossy lightweight
softcover 6 x 9 inches. Record your running statistics: Run type Route
Time Distance Pace Heart rate Calories Weather Shoes Other Notes Week
dates are left blank, so you can log at your own pace

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
Every runner knows how important it is to clear out before you head
out—and Runner’s World How to Make Yourself Poop shows you how. With
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tips on training, nutrition, gear, motivation, health, and racing
delivered with humor and clarity, this book is essential reading for
any runner who wants to improve your performance. From "The Best Way
to Tie Your Shoes” to “3 Ways to Make Yourself Poop” and everything in
between, these short, easy-to-use tips from reliable experts will
benefit any runner.

Of Mine 365-Day Running Journal
In a candid and gently humorous memoir, the author describes how,
after years of a solid marriage and two children, she embarked on a
plan to reconnect with her husband and to restore intimacy to their
relationship by embarking on a plan of scheduled sex everyday for an
entire year. Original.

Running Journal
Do you like to practice running every day? Do you have a friend how
love to practice running every day?I have the perfect gift for you.
With this journal, you will be able to note the distance you travel
every day and how long did you took to travel it and a lot of other
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stuff every runner need to note to track your Progress.Specifications:
Pages 120 pages with black and white interior (6x9 inches) Finishing
Matt finish

Walk, Run, Soar
Ready to take your running to the next level? Then grab one of our
running log books today! Journaling your runs is not only an excellent
way to stay motivated, as a great training tool, it can also enhance
your personal performance. Tracking your runs might require some extra
effort in the beginning, but in a few weeks you'll start reaping the
benefits of sticking with it. Here's a lot more reasons for you to get
our Running Log Book: VERSATILE - For many runners, what starts as a
simple log grows into a personal and lasting running diary. Keeping a
running logbook can be a great training tool, too! Along the way, the
reviewing of training details will help keep you on target for
success. So whether they're training for a marathon or just trying to
stay in shape, this journal is the ideal gift for them. USEFUL &
CONVENIENT - Keeping a diary helps you keep track of your running
progress. What better way to write a journal than doing it the old
fashion way? There's nothing more personal than journaling with a pen
and paper. Simple and easy to use, the undated, two-pager per week
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layout is waiting to be filled with: 52 Weeks with sections for Route - Distance - Time - Speed - Burned Calories - Run Type - Heart
Rate - Cumulative Distance - Cumulative Hours - Weekly Summary A
NOTEBOOK BUILT TO LAST- We want your journal to last a long time so
you can always look back on your previous entries without the worry
that it will fall apart. The sturdy cover is made of tough paperback
with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall
out after a few months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- With a page to
input personal details and 104 pages (2 pages/week) to record your
daily entries, we only used thick, white paper to avoid ink bleedthrough. The columns are clearly marked to make it easy to fill out
and to cross reference. PERFECT SIZE- With its 15.24 x 22.86 cm (6" x
9") dimensions, you can squeeze it into a purse with ease. Lightweight
and durable, it's the perfect size to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it
all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get
inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. We stand for
quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with our
notebooks. Get a Running Log Book for you or a special someone. As
running becomes a more regular form of exercise, looking back at how
many miles you've covered can be a source of both fun and motivation.
Get a copy now!
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365 Day Running Journal | Diary | Activity Tracker | Log 6 X
9 Notebook for Runners, for Men, for Women, for Girls, for
Boys, for Mums, for Dads
Lisa Jackson is a surprising cheerleader for the joys of running.
Formerly a committed fitness-phobe, she became a marathon runner at
31, and ran her first 56-mile ultramarathon at 41. And unlike many
runners, Lisa's not afraid to finish last—in fact, she's done so in 20
of the 90-plus marathons she's completed so far. But this isn't just
Lisa's story, it's also that of the extraordinary people she's met
along the way—tutu-clad fun-runners, octogenarians, 250-mile
ultrarunners—whose tales of loss and laughter are sure to inspire you
just as much as they've inspired her. This book is for anyone who
longs to experience the sense of connection and achievement that
running has to offer, whether you're a nervous novice or a seasoned
marathoner dreaming of doing an ultra.

Mens Prayer Journal
Do you love running? are you looking for a simple and effective way to
track your daily training progress? Well this is an all in one running
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log, that is made to help you: Set your monthly, weekly goals Keep
track your distance, time, pace and more Keep your daily performance
informations organized in one place Help you boost your motivation, by
making it very easy for you to see what you've done to reach your
early goals. Keep all your training notes, graphes, affirmations.. in
one place (in the notes section) About the book: 6*9 inches 133 pages
Mate cover This log book is a 3 years daily running journal, very
simple and effective, made to help you with your running journey Don't
forget to order one more for your running partner! ?Check out our
brand for more beautiful covers Made with love ?

Running Log Book
As a runner, you want to accomplish your physical goals. But deep
down, you long for your training to be a more meaningful experience,
engaging your body, mind, soul, and spirit. Walk, Run, Soar is a
52-week devotional and training journal designed for runners who hope
to experience God's presence, purpose, and glory in a deeper way as
they run. Dorina Gilmore Young, and her triathlete husband, Shawn,
will get you moving with a new motivation: improving your spiritual
health. Along with weekly devotions to inspire you, Walk, Run, Soar
includes · practical running/training tips · training schedules from a
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running and triathlon coach · advice on how to fuel your body well ·
reflection questions and action steps · space to journal and record
your running progress Whether you are new to running or a longtime
runner, Walk, Run, Soar will motivate you to hit your fitness goals
while strengthening your faith.

Running Logbook
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by
the thought that other people have bad days too.

Peace Begins With Me Journal
Racing to freedom with thousands of other refugees as Russian forces
close in on their homes in East Prussia, Joana, Emilia, and Florian
meet aboard the doomed Wilhelm Gustloff and are forced to trust each
other in order to survive.

Running Journal 365 Day Running Log Book
The New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller, based on the
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principle that little, everyday decisions will either take you to the
life you desire or to disaster by default. No gimmicks. No Hyperbole.
No Magic Bullet. The Compound Effect is a distillation of the
fundamental principles that have guided the most phenomenal
achievements in business, relationships, and beyond. This easy-to-use,
step-by-step operating system allows you to multiply your success,
chart your progress, and achieve any desire. If you're serious about
living an extraordinary life, use the power of The Compound Effect to
create the success you want. You will find strategies including: How
to win--every time! The No. 1 strategy to achieve any goal and triumph
over any competitor, even if they're smarter, more talented or more
experienced. Eradicating your bad habits (some you might be unaware
of!) that are derailing your progress. The real, lasting keys to
motivation--how to get yourself to do things you don't feel like
doing. Capturing the elusive, awesome force of momentum. Catch this,
and you'll be unstoppable. The acceleration secrets of superachievers.
Do they have an unfair advantage? Yes they do, and now you can too!
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